
Gigaset adds wireless Maxwell C to its
professional telephony portfolio
The flexibility of DECT and functionality of desktop in one single device
Gigaset, provider of professional communications solutions for small and medium sized

organisations, introduces its unique Maxwell C. The new cordless desktop phone with corded

handset is the most flexible device in the Gigaset Maxwell range, and fulfils the needs of end

users in every business environment. The Maxwell C offers a wireless connection to any Gigaset

single cell or multicell DECT system, for cordless use in fixed and flexible office environments.

Wireless connection

The Maxwell C combines the quality and features of a desktop device with the flexibility of a

DECT handset. It’s easy to integrate the device within an existing business communications

environment, via a wireless connection to a single cell or multicell DECT system. Since the

device acts like a DECT handset and connects to the same network, it offers the same features,

operation and quality, right at your desk. Thanks to its wireless connection, the Maxwell C

includes just one power cable for a clean and organized desk in every office. In addition, the

device is also extremely suitable for warehouses, hotels, garages and other environments that

require flexible, qualitative communication. 

Fulfilling every business need

The Maxwell C fulfills the needs of business end users in various ways. It supports HD audio in

both handsfree and headset modus. The 2.8" TFT display offers intuitive operation and a clear

overview, whereas the eight programmable direct dial keys offer comfort and the navigation key

guides you through all the desired settings. Since every business environment is different, the

Maxwell C offers an adjustable foot with three different positions and wall-mounting options. 

Ron Cottaar, Marketing Director for Business Customers at Gigaset: “The Maxwell C plays a

unique role in our portfolio. Gigaset is a global market leader in DECT, but we are also active in

the competitive desktop telephony market. With the new Maxwell C, we fulfill the needs of our

customers and combine the best of both worlds. The device offers the flexibility of cordless

telephony, combined with the design and functionality of a desktop phone.”
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Jan Moser, Product Manager at Gigaset: “The world is wireless, and this also applies to offices

and other business environments. Our new Maxwell C can be seen as a DECT handset in a

desktop housing with additional features. This way, end users benefit from a crystal clear TFT

display and HD audio quality, combined with optimal flexibility. The perfect communications

solution for home offices, SMBs and other wireless environments.”

The Maxwell C is available from June onwards and distributed exclusively via our local channel

partners. Please find more information on the Maxwell C webpage.
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